Sudden deposition of energy at the early stage of high energy heavy ion collisions makes virtual gluon fields real, without significant change in any of the coordinates. The same is true for the topological coordinate, the Chern-Simons number NCS . It implies that virtual vacuum fields (instantons) involved in such collisions must also leave real remnants, gluomagnetic clusters of particular structure called the "turning states". They are found for any value of NCS , although their production is believed to be peaked around the top of the barrier, where NCS = 1/2. Thus the cluster produced are similar to the sphaleron of the electroweak theory, with the mass in the range 2.5-3 GeV. These clusters immediately explode into a thin shell of coherent transverse field which then becomes several outgoing gluons and quarks. We argue that such clusters should be multiply produced in heavy ion collisions, and give some estimates of their effect at the RHIC energies. We further suggest that this phenomenon can help us explain several RHIC puzzles, such as a very rapid production of large amount of entropy, strong collective expansion of matter, unexpectedly strong jet quenching and enhanced event-by-event fluctuations.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work is devoted to production of a specific topological clusters of gluonic fields at early stages of the heavy ion collisions at RHIC energies. It incorporates several recent technical developments, as well as some insights into non-perturbative dynamics obtained a decade ago in the discussion of electroweak theory, and some even go back as long as 25 years. Many parts of it is still in progress, with different groups of people working on them: obviously full presentation of these results at technical level will be done elsewhere. The goal of this work is to present a coherent picture which is emerging from all of those papers.
One important point is that a transition from the QCD vacuum to another phase, a deconfined and chirally symmetric Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) [1] , implies not only (i) an excitation of sufficiently high density of quarks and gluons, but also (ii) destruction of non-perturbative structure present in the QCD ground state. Sudden localization of quantum fields at the collisions moment makes virtual fields (partons) real, but it also freezes vacuum fluctuations, including those related with gauge field topology. Although at asymptotically high energies one can indeed ignore the second component, we will argue below that at RHIC it contributes significantly, to the total amount of entropy produced, and, especially, to its quark-related fraction.
Another (more general) idea is that unlike perturbative amplitudes, the non-perturbative ones lead to production of specific gluonic clusters, decaying into several gluons. In effect, it results in 2-to-many amplitudes significantly exceeding analogous pQCD diagrams, at a specific semihard scale.
Tunneling phenomena in the QCD ground state, related with topology of Yang-Mills field and described semiclassically by instantons [2, 3] , are by now understood in significant detail due to strong ties to hadronic phenomenology and lattice studies. They are known to play important role in chiral symmetry breaking, hadronic spectroscopy, formfactors and structure functions, see e.g. [10] for a review.
Nevertheless, we know much less about their role in cross section of various high-energy reactions. Such studies got a big boost in the early 1990, when baryon-number violating instanton-induced processes of the electroweak theory [5, 6] has been actively discussed. Attempts to see effects due to small-size instantons, resulting in multi-jet production continue at HERA (see recent review in [7] ).
Recently it was also suggested that instanton-induced processes are also an important component of the usual high energy hadronic scattering, explaining (at least a part of) the cross section growth with energy associated with the so called ("soft pomeron") [8, 9] . Estimates of its parameters (the pomeron intercept and the slope) made in these work have produced reasonable results, with some additional qualitative insights (e.g. there is no odderon in this picture [9] ). New experimental test were suggested [11] , based on different hadron composition in high-multiplicity NN reactions as compared to minimal bias case: future experiments will show what actually is the roles of instanton-induced reaction in high energy pp collisions.
However in this work we will focus not on NN or other hadronic reactions, but on heavy ion collisions. We will argue in this work that the energy range of RHIC provides a window of opportunity to see also phenomena related to tunneling, producing a spectacular "firework" of exploding topological clusters, the turning states of certain paths (or histories) in field space . Their late-time evolution is also described by classical YangMills/(Dirac) equations. We will further argue that such classical description can actually be followed further than it has been done so far, due to very low pQCD cutoff in QGP inside the RHIC window. Parton production via this mechanism can be a significant part of the total entropy produced at RHIC, and especially its quark part. Cluster explosions may also affect other phenomena at the early stages of evolution of the excited fireball. We then suggest that several puzzling experimental findings from the first RHIC run may possibly be related to these phenomena.
To put these ideas in proper context, one should also mention other ideas put forward to explain physics at initial stages of high energy heavy ion collisions. Re-scattering of gluons with momenta about 1-2 GeV (later called mini-jets) have been considered already in [1] , where the first discussion of equilibration have been made. The parton cascade model by Geiger and Muller [12] have added "branching" of virtual partons, or bremsstrahlung. Important role of pQCD processes of 2-to-n type has been discussed in [13] . Quark equilibration was also discussed in pQCD context and found to be small, which became known as the "hot glue scenario" [14] . Recent development along pQCD lines [15] included account for Landau-Pomeranchuck-Migdal effect and other important improvement: although perturbative equilibration was found possible, its rate is slow because it is suppressed by powers of small coupling constant. Bypassing these pQCD limitations is the main motivation of the present work.
In connection to the scale and entropy issue we should also note, that the views on the applications of pQCD in general are also in flux in many directions. One of them, based mostly on HERA data on deep inelastic scattering, is that the celebrated DGLAP evolution may not be the only possible explanation of what is observed. Ideas of saturation [37] have created very good fits to data and vast theoretical literature (which we cannot really go into here). It was further argued that when, at sufficiently small x, the gluon occupation numbers reach O(1/α s ) the non-perturbative approach becomes inevitable, possibly based on classical Yang-Mills equations. It has been argued by McLerran and Venugopalan [38] that those may provide an unique opportunity to generate classical glue, as a component of small-x nuclear wave function, called the Color Glass Condensate (CGC). Its spontaneous "materialization" may significantly contribute to the QGP formation, as recent numerical studies using classical Yang-Mills equation have shown [39] . In the language of our work, this part of the story is "classical mechanics" of Yang-Mills field, unrelated to tunneling. The interplay between this physics and the topological cluster production will be an important part of our discussion below.
II. QUANTUM MECHANICS OF THE YM FIELDS A. Topological coordinates, tunneling paths and the turning states
In this section we make first brief presentation of the setting, aimed at non-specialists and explaining the vocabulary used. Some numerical examples will follow in the next section.
The simplest way to think about quantum YM fields is in the A 0 = 0 gauge, in which canonical momentum is " P = d A dt = E. So the electric part of the energy is identified as the kinetic P 2 term, while the nonlinear magnetic term is identified as a potential energy. Schematically YM quantized field can be viewed as many coupled non-linear oscillators with simple potential of the type
, with coordinates being the potentials A a m , a=1-3 (since we will limit ourselves to SU(2)) and m=1-3.
The non-abelian Yang-Mills fields have certain topological properties described by a specific combination of A µ , called the Chern-Simons number
related to the so called topological current K µ . The only thing we want to say now is that, as a particular combination of quantum coordinates A µ , it can be just considered as one of the coordinates of the quantum-mechanical system to be considered. The potential energy of Yang-Mills field versus this coordinate is the main quantity we will discuss in this and next sections. It is schematically shown in Fig.1 : general topological arguments (we would not go into) tell us that it is a periodic function, with zeros at all integer points. Those are called "classical vacua", they have zero fields but non-zero and topologically distinct A a m . The natural language to describe quantum mechanical tunneling is Feynman path integral formulation. The tunneling can be described by specific paths, which start at one minimum of the potential and end up in another. The path with the minimal action is called the instanton, it satisfies classical equations of motion in Euclidean time and dominates the Feynman integral. The line on the bottom of that figure is the instanton (shown by the lowest dashed line): it corresponds to zero energy, so it starts and ends at "nothing". The (Minkowskian) action S inst is imaginary and thus the tunneling probability is ∼ exp(−|S inst |). All this has been known since mid-70's [3, 4] .
At the moment of high energy collisions a sudden localization of all quantum coordinates including the topological one takes place. Although their values remain about the same as they were prior to the collision moment, the system suddenly get placed at or above the barrier ( this case is shown by the dashed line (a) in Fig.1 ). Similar phenomenon is well known perturbatively: the partons (virtual field harmonics of the target or projectile) after collisions becomes real outgoing radiation . The same phenomenon happens for non-perturbative virtual fields as well: therefore some of the turning states we will discussed below are remnants of the interrupted instantons, already present in the vacuum .
Another possibility ( shown by the dashed line (b) in Fig.1 ) is that a system at the collision moment is not under barrier, but becomes able to tunnel through it because it gets excited enough. The corresponding amplitude would include exponential factors (as all tunneling amplitudes), but not some of the pres-exponential ones (such as quark condensates) which are included in the "instanton density" of the QCD vacuum.
Whatever way the system is driven, it emerges out of the barrier via what we will call "a turning state", a relative of the sphaleron * solution of electroweak theory. This is a point where the path crosses the barrier and total energy is equal to only potential one. From there starts the real time motion outside the barrier (shown by horizontal solid lines): here the action is real and |e iS | = 1. That means that whatever happens at this Minkowski stage has the probability 1 and cannot affect the total cross section of the process: this part of the path is only needed for understanding of the properties of the final state. It is a periodic function, with zeros at integer points. The instanton (shown by the lowest horizontal dashed line) is a transition between such points. However if some nonzero energy is deposited into the process during transition, the virtual paths (the dashed lines) emerges from the barrier, via the turning points (black circles). The later real time motion outside the barrier (shown by horizontal dotted lines) conserves energy, as the driving force is switched off. The maximal cross section corresponds to the transition around the top of the barrier, the sphaleron.
Following recent work [21] we will first concentrate on the structure of these produced objects themselves, explaining their structure as well as their subsequent evolution. Then we discuss very challenging questions related to proper description of the motion under the barrier. The difficulties are technical, and related to analytic continuations between Euclidean and Minkowskian expressions, and calculation of the saddle points maximizing those amplitudes. There are several methods used in literature, but the results are still rather incomplete: more work will be needed in order to accurately evaluate the cross sections of these reactions.
B. Instantons in the QCD vacuum and QGP
The content of the previous subsection may look very theoretical, but it is in fact very robust and important phenomenon, defining many properties of the QCD vacuum and energetics of the phase transition we would like to observe in heavy ion collisions. In this subsection we will provide some preliminary discussions explaining the order-of-magnitude of the numbers involved.
As usual for quantum-mechanical problems, tunneling lowers the ground state energy, and in QCD it is also the case † . The instanton contribution to the ground state energy vac is calculated in the models and on the lattice: see [10] for details. A general expression for the nonperturbative shift of the QCD vacuum energy density is known as the scale anomaly relation ‡
where b = 11N c /3 − 2N f /3 is the usual coefficient of the beta function of QCD, and the matrix element here is known as the gluon condensate. Each instanton contributes 32π 2 /g 2 to it, so § the instanton contribution
where numerical value corresponds to the phenomenological instanton density [26] n inst = 1f m −4 . Note that this energy density [18] is 3 times higher than the weight of the nuclear matter m n n 0 ∼ .15 GeV /f m 3 . † In the presence of fermions this statement is not generally true. For examples, super-symmetric extensions of both quantum mechanics and QCD have positive shift of the ground state energy, and for QCD with large number of flavors N f it was suggested that the result even oscillates with N f [17] .
‡ Although this is often referred to as a "bag term", it is actually 10-20 times the value of the bag constant from the fit of MIT bag model [18] .
§ We have ignored corrections to the action due to instanton interactions and other effects here.
One may explain that as follows: we live in a kind of a superconductor phase, and only by producing a tiny fireball we can learn about existence of the "normal" phase, QGP, which has its ground state that much higher. In order to produce it, we should both (i) create thermally excited quarks and gluons and (ii) "melt" this vacuum energy * * . The crucial point we now emphasize is that this amount of energy density is only the lower bound on the actual energy one must spend in order to erase the vacuum fields from QGP. This value would correspond to the adiabatically slow excitation process, in which it would be equal to the work W = pdV against the vacuum pressure p = − vac . In the high energy collisions we are closer to the opposite limit of instantaneous excitation, so the excitation energy is higher. As a simple example, consider a volume V instantaneously "shocked" so that all instanton sufficiently closed to that moment are "disrupted" and the Yang-Mills field are found with non − integer values of the topological coordinate N CS . The lowest energy states in this case is nothing else but the topological potential we are going to study: it is rather expensive. The excitation energy density can be estimated † † as that of a gas of "turning states" or clusters ∼ M clusters n instantons ρ where M clusters ∼ 3 GeV and instanton size ρ = 1/3 f m and density n instantons = 1 f m −4 [26] . With these numerical values, the excitation energy density is about 1 GeV /f m 3 , a factor 2 higher than in the adiabatic case (4).
Another general point: since the instanton vacuum is rather dilute nρ 4 ∼ 10 −2 [26] , its instantaneous excitation naturally leads to rather dilute system of gluonic clusters (see below).
One more important feature of the QCD vacuum is chiral symmetry breaking, which is also believed to be generated by instantons. Its magnitude is characterized by the quark condensates, which have the following magnitude ‡ ‡ <ūu >=<dd >≈ 1.8 f m −3 , <ss >≈ 0.8 <ūu > (5) In total it makes about 5 quark-anti-quark pairs per f m −3 , to be compared to about 0.5 valence quarks per f m −3 in nuclear matter. In sudden collisions all condensates should disappear, thus all these vacuum quarks should become real as well.
Let us now have a look at heavy ion collisions. For central AuAu at RHIC energies (which will be our pri- * * More accurately, at T = Tc instantons do not go away but restructure into pairs [10] . They are however get suppressed at T relevant for RHIC conditions due to Debye-like screening.
† † All instantons with centers separated in Euclidean time by less than ρ are excited.
‡ ‡ For completeness: unlike the vacuum energy this quantity has non-zero anomalous dimension and thus depends on the normalization scale µ, which is taken to be 1 GeV. mary example thought this paper) the volume occupied by QGP at its maximum is V QGP ≈ 1000f m 3 . Considering now the total energy needed to kill instantons (nonadiabatically) is of the order of 1 TeV, and total number of quark pairs from eliminated quark condensates is in the thousands. This is comparable to total transverse energy and total hadron multiplicity observed: thus the phenomenon clearly cannot be neglected.
Concluding this subsection, we worn the reader again that the examples given in it are just to get some preliminary orientation with the physics and numbers involved. All of them mentioned came from the instanton liquid model [26] which was designed to explain the mechanism of the chiral symmetry breaking (such as the values of the condensates) and masses of the lowest hadronic states. In this model the only instantons which counts are those sufficiently separated from each other and contributing significantly to the near-zero eigenvalues the quark Dirac operator. In the applications we consider now -high energy collisions -this condition can be lifted. If so, one finds that the total density of instanton-like topological fluctuations in vacuum is actually about one order of magnitude larger § § . On the other hand, the turning states originating from those objects are not dominated by sphalerons , the top of the barrier, but by their less massive relatives with smaller Chern-Simons number and smaller multiplicity * * * .
C. The forced tunneling
Suppose some external perturbation (such as colliding partons) affect the tunneling process and deposit a nonzero energy during the transition, the virtual path may look as two dashed lines. Those eventually lead to the turning points or states, where it emerges from under the barrier into real (Minkowskian) world. As usual, here the potential energy is equal to the total one, with zero momentum (the electric field). This is why those objects are born into our world as pure gluomagnetic clusters.
Although in principle such picture has been known for years, for pure YM fields the details of the potential and the turning states has been worked out only recently, in § § CloseĪI pairs, or "fluctons" as they were called in [23] smoothly interpolate all the way toward zero field and perturbative processes, so strictly speaking their number can only be defined by some arbitrary chosen cutoff. For example, in lattice studies people selected "visible bumps in the action distribution" which can be detected after few smoothening (or cooling) steps. With further cooling most of them disappear and only better separated instantons and anti-instantons remain.
* * * Presumably one may even be able to follow it all the way to the perturbative Lipatov vertex [16] , describing a single gluon production.
ref. [21] . The first part of it is a study of the barrier usinḡ II configurations. Those can be seen in two different ways. The traditional one is that such paths describe virtual processes in which the path goes under the barrier but eventually ends up in the original minimum, without tunneling. Another view (we will adopt) is that such paths would rather be a time history repeated twice, with positive and negative times being mirror images of each other. If so, it can be seen as the probability (rather than the amplitude) of the vacuum excitation by some external current
The amplitude and its conjugate meet in the middle, which we will describe by the t=0 plane, also known as the "unitarity cut", see Fig.2(a) . This is the time moment when the turning states are born.
We will avoid rather difficult task of a description of how exactly the vacuum got excited by the external force representing colliding partons of the two hadrons or nuclei. Instead we will do the inverse (and much easier) problem: invent a solution first (as trial function, or ansatz) and then calculate what force is needed for it, by the YM expression
Remember, we are only looking for the potential itself and and the turning states, so we can consider any path which leads toward them, realistic or not.
The simplest ansatz is just the sum of instanton and anti-instanton A µ in the singular gauge -known as the sum ansatz. It has many bad qualities, so we skip its discussion. The next in complexity is the so called ratio ansatz [22] which (for identical sizes and orientations) is
Here y 1 = x − z 1 , y 2 = x − z 2 are two distances from the observation point x to the instanton and antiinstanton centers. We will use z 1 = (T /2, 0, 0, 0), z 2 = (−T /2, 0, 0, 0) with Euclidean time T between the centers, see fig.2 (a). Note that when one of the distances is very large, the corresponding terms in numerator and denominator disappear and we got the usual expression for an instanton or an anti-instanton, respectively. This trial functions are simple enough to have analytic expressions for the field strength etc, see Fig.2 
(b).
This ansatz has explicit t → −t symmetry, so all quantities which are odd under this transformation (like A 0 or the electric field G 0m ) naturally vanish at the t=0 3-plane in the middle. This conforms with the idea that we produce purely magnetic configurations, and t=0 is what is usually called the "unitarity cut". So, we got access to the turning points we want to study. 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 Their energy E(T) as a function ofĪI separation T, as well as Chern-Simons number N CS (T ) can be calculated: eliminating T one can plot directly the potential energy E(N CS ) which display the profile of barrier we would like to know. When T is very large, instanton and antiinstanton do not overlap and in between there is basically zero field. (It means we have crossed from one classical minimum to the next completely, to the "sea level".) If we reduce T we will only make part of this path and then turn back † † † , the turning point is at some height. Sweeping over T till zero we may hope to cover the whole barrier.
For the sum ansatz decreasing T indeed leads to growing energy of the turning state: but it is not associated with decreasing Chern-Simons number ‡ ‡ ‡ The results for the ratio ansatz are better but, alas, still turned out to † † † Think of a mountain hike when you get tired.
‡ ‡ ‡ In the language of a mountain trip we used it means it be insufficient: with T scanning from infinity to zero, we move from zero energy to some finite value at the coincidingĪI centers: but the Chern-Simons number calculated for T=0 indicate that the set of paths described by a ratio ansatz only accomplishes about 1/3 of the journey we intended to do. The goal is to find an ansatz which will allow to travel all the way, from one classical vacuum to the next (let us call it the bottom of the next valley), which would mean changing N CS by 1. We expect to find the top point (the mountain pass) at 1/2, and see a symmetric profile E(N CS ). And, as shown in [21] , the so called Yung ansatz [24] does the job. The expression for the fields for Yung ansatz is rather complicated, so I will skip it here. It has basically three terms, the instanton and the antiinstanton and a "correction" term § § § . A set of 6 travels with different T for Yung ansatz are shown in Fig.3(b) . First of all, one can now indeed see a parabolic-looking maximum near N CS = 1/2 and going to 1. Second, the potential is approximately symmetric (within few percent). Third, we now show many points for the energy versus N CS for intermediate time moments t = 0 as well, and small spread of points tells us that all 6 paths follows along about the same root in the mountains no matter how far the travel goes. This is not surprising, since Yung ansatz approximate * so-to-say"Sisyphus paths", which are going straight uphill, against the gradient, till the pass of the mountain and then go straight downhill.
The " scale invariant energy" plotted in Fig.3 deserves some explanation. As classic Yang-Mills theory has obvistarted well but then instead of reaching the pass and going to another valley, the path climbs more uphill in the direction different from the one we would like to go.
§ § § Although its known expression has no apparent t → −t symmetry, the physical quantities do have it, and at t=0 the configuration is purely magnetic, as claimed.
* Exact solution to this problem, a solution to the so called streamline equation, is known only numerically [25] .
ous scale invariance, its energy can always be changed by re-scaling of the coordinates. However, the energy times the r.m.s. radius E * R, in which R can be defined as
is invariant under scale transformation: this is the combination plotted † .
D. Turning states as a conditional minimum
Now the reader can ask: we got some potential E(N CS ). Why do we think it has any universal meaning and not just a feature of an (arbitrarily chosen) ansatz? The answer is given in this subsection: this shape of the potential and the corresponding turning states can be alternatively obtained [21] (9) .
To find those one should search for the minimum of the following functional
where 1/ρ 2 , κ are two Lagrange multipliers. Although these two terms append YM equations and make it more complicated, an analytical solution is found. Skipping the details, let me only say that the energy is
and (corrected) Chern-Simons number 
with
and functions A, B, C, andD can be thought of as (r, t dependent) Abelian gauge (A µ=0,1 ) and Higgs (φ, α) field on hyperboloid
with the action
Omitting all details, let us go directly to large times, when the promised spherical shell has the following energy density
Of course, at large times it becomes weak field which can be decomposed into gluons: the Fourier transform of ‡ Of course, when field become weak enough those equations are no longer valid. We return to the question where it happens in section IV A.
the fields provides the energy distribution of the resulting gluons . § The phenomenological reasons for exponential rather than power instanton tail are discussed e.g. in [31] .
Nevertheless, different obtained shapes all agree on the average energy, which is determined basically by the cluster size. Thus we can predict that the total multiplicity of a sphaleron of 3 GeV mass would be about 3.5 gluons in average. (This is in pure YM: we return to discussion of quarks in section VI B).

IV. MINI-BANGS IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS
A. Why heavy ion collisions and not pp?
Before we go to specifics, let me try to explain why phenomena under consideration have a chance to be more important in heavy ion collisions than in elementary processes like NN scattering.
In the QCD vacuum the non-perturbative effects generate a "semi-hard" or "substructure scale" 
Although the scale in question grows with T, in the window T = (1 − 3)T c it is actually smaller than the pQCD cutoff in vacuum. Lattice thermodynamics data support it, and fitted quasi-particle masses (see e .g. [29] ) are Fig. 4(b) , only small part of the spectrum is in this region, and so classical approach can be justified. At the collision time=0 the scale is presumably the saturation scale Qs in the incoming nuclei, which grows with the collision energy. Then the cutoff decreases reaching some nearly constant value in QGP, the thermal gluon mass MT (21) and stay at this value till it rises again in the mixed phase to its vacuum value in the hadronic (H) phase Qvac ∼ 1 GeV . (ii)Landau method with singular instantons was applied by Diakonov and Petrov [6] gives the right magnitude. ‡ ‡ As in other works, we found that the average index of energy growth, 0.08 or so, is actually much reduced by shadowing, and the true one (seen at large impact parameters) is about twice this value.
V. PRODUCTION OF THE TURNING STATES
We 
where the quark density is determined by the nuclear density to be n q = N q × 0. Whatever the interpretation, this shadowing factor remains to be established experimentally, e.g. by measurements of the direct photons in pA collisions at RHIC. § § Of course, the clustering of partons into "constituent quarks" and nucleons increases the number of collisions, but we will ignore such correlations for now. * * * We will return to energy dependence of this production later. This estimate is based on effective number of partons integrated from x=0.1 to 1.
VI. CONFRONTING THE RHIC PUZZLES A. Changing views on RHIC physics
Before we describe RHIC puzzles, let us briefly mention few competing views developed from data analysis of lower (AGS,SPS) energies in 1990's. Three scenarios (with corresponding event generators) widely used were based on dominant production of: (i) QCD strings or flux tubes (RQMD,URQMD); (ii) mini-jets (HIJING); (iii) rapid equilibration with QGP Equation of State (hydro and statistical models).
There [32] , with EOS very close to that derived from lattice studies. Somewhat surprising it was also found to describe well the tails of particle spectra at p t = 2 − 4 GeV , including the unexpected crossing of proton and pion spectra, leading tō
In hydro calculations one can study how the results depend on initiation time t i . What is found is that it cannot be large. If there is a period of "free streaming" of partons for few fm/c, it is impossible to recover the elliptic † † †
Brief explanation for non-experts: two nuclei colliding at impact parameter b comparable with nuclei radius overlap in a almond-shaped region of space. If there are collective effects, such as pressure gradient in the system, its evolution is asymmetric in the transverse plane. Since the direction of the impact parameter is unknown before the collision, this effect allows us to separate the initial-state and the final-state interaction.
‡ ‡ ‡ However the latest data on HBT radii are 20-40% smaller than hydro models predicted. early "extra push" seem to be needed.
§ § § It has been proposed [33] that this effect is baryon-specific and related with baryon junctions. However the latest STAR data reported by J.Harris and others in [34] on spectra of φ mesons have show the same behavior. It is clearly just a mass effect, explained by a common flow of matter. Since in the pion gas N and φ have cross sections which differ by nearly 2 orders of magnitude, this flow must originate in the QGP stage.
flow later since the geometrical shape it is driven by goes away. This is our first RHIC puzzle, that of early QGP formation. [35] The second RHIC puzzle is that of jet quenching. [59] .
It is very instructive to quantify by how much pQCDbased scenario with 1-2 GeV cutoff misses what is needed to reproduce data and hydro-like behavior. The answer, provided by Gyulassy and Molnar
What is meant by that is that expected (and measured in pp) spectrum of hard jets * , or their leading hadrons is suppressed in AA collisions by a significant factor. There is no trace of jets in two-particle correlations, till transverse momenta of triggered hadron of about 4 GeV, and huge azimuthal asymmetry v2 (pt=2-6 GeV), incompatible with jet quenching due to any absorption model, as it exceeds the geometric limit described in
These are two main puzzles which we will address. We will also discuss below event-by event fluctuations and J/ψ suppression, but those still need to be experimentally explored more before any conclusions can be made.
At very high energies (LHC) the saturation scale should become so large and the corresponding fields so strong, that one would be able to neglect all vacuum excitation effects we study in this work. However at RHIC the scales involved are both around 1 GeV and the contributions of both mechanisms to entropy seem to be comparable, as we will argue below.
B. The Entropy and Quark production
When we mentioned above "early QGP production" we meant it in only quite limited sense, namely (i) that the system is "optically dense" and the expansion regime is collisional, with EOS close enough to p/ = 1/3. Two more fundamental questions can be asked: (ii) What is the production history of the total entropy of the system? (iii) When is the quark part of the QGP produced? * With transverse momentum well above the saturation scale, and thus subject to the ordinary parton model. [14, 12, 15, 39] .
In the real collisions all thousands of outgoing secondaries of course include thousands of quark-anti-quark pairs produced in the process. At low (several GeV) collision energies those are believed to be generated at hadronization stage, from the string breaking. At higher energies, such as RHIC, it was long believed [1] that the produced QGP remains during its evolution of several fm/c mostly a "hot glue", with small quark admixture. Various pQCD calculations concluded the same
In 
Assuming for cluster production a naive (unshadowed) estimates done in sectionV A, one obtains for central
AuAu collisions at RHIC about 400 * 6 = 2400 partons, roughly one half of the maximal value, given by total entropy (observed multiplicity of hadrons).
C. Collision Energy, Centrality and Rapidity Dependence of Entropy Production
In fig,6 [40] , the interplay of (i) the saturation scale behaving at small x as
‡ By the so called Lipatov vertex, the main ingredient of the BFKL ladder [16] providing high energy asymptotic in pQCD.
§ We have ignored in both cases possible multi-parton collisions.
* * The distribution function φ(x, pt, Q) depends on parton transverse momentum: its integral over pt is the better known structure function such as xG(x,Q). Here Q stands for a normalization scale defining which partons we speak about. 
with (ii) the saturation conditions itself, leads to characteristic triangular shape of the rapidity distribution
one finds a power-like decrease ‡ ‡ . It implies [11] that at energies high enough so that the saturations scale would be significantly larger than the ordinary instanton scale, one should expect suppression of cluster production. † † Naturally this expression also agrees with the original parton model of Feynman, which corresponds to λ = 0 and correspondingly a "rapidity-independent plateau".
‡ ‡ The contribution of "interrupted vacuum instantons" always remains, but would be negligible at very high energies, as it can only provide constant contribution to multiplicity. [18] , one has to look at each issue individually. It was shown by [19] 
This conclusion is naive for at least two reasons: (i) Although it is in agreement with
a general trend of instanton suppression in high field, high temperature and high density
D. Event-by-event Fluctuations
First, a brief history. This approach was first proposed [42] as a tool to test statistical methods and extract more accurate data about freeze-out. More radical ideas of its applications included a search for the QCD tri-critical point [43] and even for quark-gluon plasma [44] .
Experimentally, it has been pioneered by NA49 experiment at CERN [45] [46] and G.Roland [34] . STAR experiment at RHIC have found about twice larger effect as compared to SPS: this difference we will try to explain below.
Cluster production induce event-by-event fluctuations because their number is significantly smaller than the number of particles. The estimates thus follows the ordinary statistical arguments, assuming separate cluster production is independent. The original presentation of this idea has been made at the 2001 CERN workshop [46] .
The relative fluctuation in number of clusters is
(30) § § They did it by an explicit calculation: going into the rest frame of the nuclei can convince the reader much easier.
For central AuAu collisions at RHIC this fluctuation is about .1. Assuming the fraction of particles coming from clusters in total parton multiplicity is about 1/2, and that the other one is fluctuating much less, we then expect the particle density at mid-rapidity of RHIC AuAu central collisions to fluctuate by about by 0.05. (This of course can be directly tested experimentally).
The next step is to estimate the expected fluctuations in hydro expansion velocity: 
E. Heavy Quarkonia Suppression
A possibility that gluon absorption in QGP can cause strong J/ψ "ionization", by the dipole excitation similar to those responsible for photo-effect of ordinary atoms, has been noticed already in the very first paper discussing possible QGP signals [1] . Later Matsui and Satz [57] If the quarkonium is at distance R from the original position of the cluster, the probability to be dissociated is
where the unusual extra factor N g is the coherent enhancement. Averaging it over the volume, assuming the space is divided into spherical cells of radius R c around each cluster, we get
where n c = 1/(4πR In early papers on the subject [47] , it first lead to prediction of rather modest additional jet scattering in Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), and discussion has been centered about acomplanarity and similar deviations from the parton model. Account for radiation losses [48] has significantly increased expectations of the effect's magnitude, while proper account for Landau-PomeranchuckMigdal (LPM) effect [49] have somewhat decreased them. Also due to the QCD LPM effect, the predicted radiation spectra and dependence on the length of the material passed on the way out are shown to be rather different from those corresponding to bremsstrahlung in elementary parton-parton scattering. Including all that, with account for fluctuations in radiation etc , the expected quenching factor from such mechanism is expected to be Q = .5 − .7 for jets with p t = 10 − 20 GeV [49] .
Experimentally, relatively modest jet quenching has been first observed in deep inelastic scattering, with a forward jet going through cold nuclear matter (see discussion e.g. in [50] . As jet recognition algorithms in heavy ion environment is very difficult to implement, thus all the results reported by now on the jet quenching in fact refer * * * Or deformed: see discussion below on experimental strategies.
† † † We imply that initial state interaction -the so called nuclear shadowing of structure functions and Cronin effects -should be included in the expected value. It means that nuclear parton distributions should be taken from reactions on nuclei, hA and lA rather than from hN and lN.
to the observed/expected ratio of single hadrons yields at large p t . At the end of the section we return to the discussion how a difference between the two definitions can be used to identify quenching mechanism.
In contrast to heavy ion data from [49] , is that when quenching is strong it cannot be evaluated using the mean energy loss. Let us remind it. The quenching factor is the ratio of produced to observed spectra (38) for both observed and "hard" distributions, one gets ‡ ‡ ‡ First jet-related two-body correlations have been recently reported by STAR for pt > 4 GeV [34] but which part of hadrons in this region actually come from jets remains unknown. § § § I actually found [59] , that any amount of jet quenching, no matter how strong, cannot alone reproduce it. An admixture of non-geometric effect such as hydro flow asymmetry, seem to be absolutely needed to get to huge experimentally observed effects.
instead. With the simplest distribution peaked at some fractional loss In general, radiation from a thick enough shell of strong field can be described by modified diagrams shown in the right side of Fig.7 , where motion inside the field is described by appropriate propagators in the field. We will do so elsewhere [56] .
Here we will simply use a variant of QED WeizsackerWilliams (WW) approximation for evaluation of the first two diagrams in Fig.7 
where i,j=q,g, P ij (x) are the well known DGLAP splitting functions. In the leading order we imply, there is no extra α s or scale dependence in those). For example, for gluon in a quark and in a gluon it is With the usual value of α s ∼ .3 one can see that a gluon jet can indeed loose about .2 of their energy -as required by the data -provided collision with the walls happens with the probability close to 1. Fig.7 (c) is an interesting but complicated issue, to be discussed in a separate publication [56] . Here Significant differences between synchrotron-type radiation in magnetic field, gravity field and QCD field, are schematically shown in Fig.8 . In the usual magnetic field the photons are not affected, and while electrons turn in a magnet, in the geometric optics limit the radiation goes by straight line, tangent to the electron trajectory. Therefore, radiated photons fill the sector between the initial and final direction, see Fig.8(a) .
Evaluation of the contribution of the diagram
Interesting case, considered first in [52] , is radiation of a charge turning in a gravitational field, see Fig.8(b 
